Leading eigenvalue problems for large scale matrices arise in many applications. Coordinatewise descent methods are considered in this work for such problems based on a reformulation of the leading eigenvalue problem as a non-convex optimization problem. The convergence of several coordinate-wise methods is analyzed and compared. Numerical examples of applications to quantum many-body problems demonstrate the efficiency and provide benchmarks of the proposed coordinate-wise descent methods.
analysis of general CDMs. Since the survey papers, the area of CDMs is still under fast development, see e.g., [15, 32, 45, 48] . Momentum acceleration can also be combined with the CDMs to further accelerate the convergence [2, 20, 22, 28] . Besides these new development of methodology, new applications adopt CMDs to accelerate computations, including but not limit to the area of imaging processing [12] , signal processing [1, 26, 50] , wireless communication [46, 47] , data science [35, 40, 41] , etc. It is worth mentioning that Peng et al. [31] discussed coordinate friendly structure, which could be beneficial for more applications.
In terms of designing CDMs for LEVP, Lei et al. [21] proposes coordinate-wise power method (CPM) addressing the LEVP. CPM accelerates the traditional power method by the coordinatewise updating technique. In the same paper, a symmetric greedy coordinate descent (SGCD) method is proposed, which will be reviewed in detail in the following. Wang et al. [43] adopts shift-and-invert power method to solve the LEVP, where the inverse of the shifted linear system is addressed by coordinate-wise descent method. Different coordinate updating rules are employed, i.e., Gauss-Southwell-Lipschitz rule (SI-GSL), cyclic rule (SI-Cyclic), and accelerated randomized coordinate descent methods (SI-ACDM). All these methods are proposed as methods calculating the leading eigenvector and outperforms many other method when an accurate upper bound of the leading eigenvalue is given. It is not clear how to obtain such upper bound efficiently in practice however.
Algorithm 1: General coordinate-wise descent method for LEVP Input: Symmetric matrix A P R nˆn ; initial vector x p0q . 1: z p0q " Ax p0q 2: ℓ " 0 3: while (not converged) do 4: j ℓ " coordinate-pickpx pℓq , z pℓ5:
x pℓ`1q j " # coordinate-updatepx pℓq , z pℓq , j ℓ q, j " j ℓ x pℓq j , j ‰ j ℓ 6:
z pℓ`1q " z pℓq`A :,j ℓ´x pℓ`1q j ℓ´x pℓq j ℓ7 : ℓ " ℓ`1 8: end while A general coordinate-wise descent method (CDM) for the LEVP can be summarised as Algorithm 1. Given a symmetric matrix A and the initial vector x p0q . CDM first picks a coordinate j ℓ according to a specific rule "coordinate-pickpx pℓq , z pℓq q". Then it updates the j ℓ -th coordinate of x pℓq with "coordinate-updatepx pℓq , z pℓq , j ℓ q" and reaches the vector x pℓ`1q for the next iteration. One key to obtain a good choice of j ℓ and the update is to get z pℓq " Ax pℓq involved in the calculation. Since x pℓ`1q and x pℓq only differ by a single coordinate, we have an efficient updating expression for z pℓq , z pℓ`1q " Ax pℓ`1q " A´x pℓq`´x pℓ`1q j ℓ´x pℓq j ℓ¯e j ℓ¯" z pℓq`A :,j ℓ´x pℓ`1q j ℓ´x pℓq j ℓ¯.
Therefore, updating z pℓ`1q from z pℓq costs Opnq or less operations. Generally, most coordinate-wise descent methods cost Opnq or less operations per iteration, which is much smaller than traditional iterative method with Opn 2 q operations per iteration. Such a gap of the computational cost per iteration enables CDM focusing on the update of more important coordinates throughout iterations. The increase of the number of iterations is also leveraged by the choice of stepsize in the updating. The upper bound for the stepsize with guaranteed convergence in the CDM could be much larger than that in the traditional gradient descent method. Therefore, although CDM requires a little more number of iterations to achieve the convergence criteria, the operations counts and the runtime is much smaller than that of many traditional iterative methods [4, 21] .
Short name Explanation
Type of CDM CD plain CDM GCD greedy CDM, the coordinate is pick via a greedy way SCD stochastic CDM, the coordinate is sampled from a probability distribution
Coordinate-pick
Cyc the coordinate is chosen in a cyclic way Uni the coordinate is sampled uniformly Grad the coordinate is chosen according to the magnitude of the gradient LS the coordinate is chosen according to the exact line-search
Coordinate-update
Grad the coordinate is updated according to the gradient multiplying a stepsize LS the coordinate is updated according to the exact line-search vecLS the exact line-search is applied to a sparse vector direction Table 1 : Short names in name convention.
Throughout this paper, several proposed CDMs together with existing methods will be mentioned many times. In order to reduce the difficulty in remembering all these names, we will follow a systematic name convention. The name of a CDM is composed of three parts, the type of coordinate-wise descent, coordinate-pick strategy, and coordinate-update strategy. Three parts are separated with hyphens. Table 1 defines the short names used in each part. Some of the short name works with specific choice of the type of CDM. For example, Uni can only be combined with SCD. We remark that some of the existing methods in literature are renamed under this system, e.g., the coordinate descent method considered in [7, 13] and [19] are called CD-Cyc-LS and CD-Cyc-Grad respectively; SGCD [21] is renamed as GCD-Grad-LS; etc.
Contribution
The LEVP naturally can be rewritten as the following unconstrained optimization problem,
where ¨ F denotes the Frobenius norm. Throughout this paper, we denote f pxq " A´xx J 2 F as the objective function. Based on the eigendecomposition of A, it is easy to verify that x "˘?λ 1 v 1 are minimizers of (2), where λ 1 is the largest eigenvalue of A and v 1 is the corresponding eigenvector with v 1 " 1. Therefore, if the optimization problem (2) can be solved, the leading eigenpair pλ 1 , v 1 q can be reconstructed from the minimizer x˚, i.e., λ 1 " x˚ 2 and v 1 " x˚ x˚ . We first highlight our contribution as following bullet points and then discuss in detail.
• Analyze the landscape of f pxq as (2) in detail;
• Derive GCD-LS-LS as the most greedy CDM of f pxq and show that most of the saddle points can be avoided under the method;
• Propose SCD-Grad-vecLS(t) and SCD-Grad-LS(t) as a family of stochastic CDMs of f pxq for t being the sampling power, and the local convergence is proved with a convergence rate monotonically increasing as t increases.
In more details, we first analyze the landscape of the objective function f pxq. Through our analysis, we show that, although f pxq is non-convex, x "˘?λ 1 v 1 are the only two local minima of f pxq. Since they are of the same function value, we conclude that all local minima of f pxq are global minima.
Then, we investigate a gradient based CDM, CD-Cyc-Grad. It selects coordinate in a cyclic way and the updating follows the gradient vector restricted to that coordinate multiplying by a fixed stepsize. Thanks to the locality of the gradient updating, we show that CD-Cyc-Grad converges to global minima almost surely for the LEVP optimization problem (2) .
As many other problems solved by CDMs, exact line search along each coordinate direction can be conducted for (2) . We further derive that maximum coordinate improvement is achievable in Opnq operations, which leads to a CDM called GCD-LS-LS. Through the analysis of saddle points and the greedy strategy in GCD-LS-LS, we find that many saddle points of the non-convex problem in (2) are escapable.
Though greedy method, the GCD-LS-LS, is efficient with single coordinate update per-iteration, they often fail in convergence when multiple coordinates are updated per-iteration. Such a problem can be resolved by introducing stochastic coordinate sampling. The SCD-Grad-vecLS(t) and the SCD-Grad-LS(t) sample several coordinates per-iteration with the probabilities proportional to the t-th power of the gradient vector at current iteration. When the power goes to infinity, the stochastic CDMs become the greedy ones. Further, we analyze the local convergence property for the stochastic CDMs for different sampling power t. The theorem can be applied to show the local convergent property of GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS as corollaries. One important message of the theorem is that larger sampling power t leads to faster local convergence rate. Therefore the convergence rate of either GCD-LS-LS or SCD-Grad-LS(t) with t ą 0 is provably faster or equal to that of SCD-Grad-LS(0) which corresponds to the uniform sampling. However, greedy CDMs or stochastic CDMs with larger t are more difficult to escape from strict saddle points when the objective is non-convex. Therefore, through our analysis and numerical experiments, we recommend SCD-Grad-LS(1) for LEVP.
Although all methods are introduced as a solution to f pxq in (2), they, especially SCD-Grad-vecLS(t) and SCD-Grad-LS(t), can be widely extended to other problems. Most of the associated analysis could be extended as well.
All proposed and reviewed methods are tested on synthetic matrices and eigenvalue problems from quantum many-body problems. In all examples, CDMs of (2) outperform power method, coordinate-wise power method, and full gradient descent with exact line search. When the matrix is shifted by a big positive number, CDMs of (2) converges in the similar number of iterations as in the case without shifting. While power method or coordinate-wise power method, which are sensitive to the shifting, converge much slower. For the matrix from quantum many-body problems, where we know a priori that some of the coordinates of the leading eigenvector is more important than others due to the physical property, all CDMs including CDMs of (2) and coordinate-wise power method significantly outperform full vector updating methods. This shows great potential of applying the CDMs to quantum many-body problems.
Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce notations and analyze the landscape of (2) in Section 2. Section 3, 4 and 5 follow the same structure, which first introduces or reviews several CDMs, and then conducts the corresponding analysis. Section 3 focuses on CDMs with conservative stepsize, whereas Section 4 and Section 5 focus on greedy and stochastic CDMs respectively. The numerical results are given in Section 6, followed by the conclusion and discussion in Section 7.
Landscape Analysis
This section focuses on the analysis of the variational problem (2) . More specifically, we analyze the landscape of f pxq, especially properties of stationary points in this section. The results show some advantages in working with (2) , and more importantly, provide insights in designing optimization algorithms.
Notations. Before the detailed analysis, we define a few common notations as in Table 2 . These notations will be used without further explanation for the rest of the paper.
Notation Explanation
n the size of the problem i, j coordinate index Ω a set of coordinate index k the size of Ω ℓ the iteration index α, β real coefficients λ, λ 1 an eigenvalue and the largest eigenvalue v, v 1 an eigenvector and the eigenvector associated with λ 1 e i indicator vector with one on the i-th entry and zero everywhere else x, y, z vectors x pℓq the vector of the ℓ-th iteration x i the i-th entry of vector x x Ω a vector with entries indexed by Ω of x A the matrix under consideration I identity matrix, the size may depend on the context A i,j the pi, jq-th entry of matrix A A i,: , A :,j the i-th row and the j-th column of matrix A ¨ F , ¨ 2 Frobenius norm and 2-norm Table 2 : Common notations. Table 2 can be used in a combined way, e.g., x pℓq i denotes the i-th entry of the vector x at ℓ-th iteration. The set of coordinate index, Ω, can also be applied to the subscript of a matrix, e.g., A :,Ω denotes the columns of A with index in Ω. Notice that Frobenius norm and 2-norm are different measure for a matrix, but they are the same measure acting on a vector. Therefore, we will drop the subscript of the norm for vectors, i.e., x " x 2 " x F .
Some of the notations in
Stationary points and global minimizers. When working with non-convex problems, the understanding of the landscape of the objective function is crucial for iterative methods. If the objective function is bounded from below and the gradient of the objective function is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous, gradient based iterative methods generally are guaranteed to converge to a stationary point such that ∇f pxq ă ǫ within Op1{ǫ 2 q iterations [27] . Without rate, Lee et al. [19] show that gradient based iterative methods converge to local minima almost surely. Adding a random perturbation to the gradient based iterative methods enables the analysis of the convergence to local minima with various rates [8, 14] . However, convergence to global minima in most cases is not guaranteed if the landscape of the objective function is complicated.
In this section, we analyze the landscape of (2) and show that every local minimum is a global minimum. For simplicity of presentation, we assume that f pxq is a second order differentiable function (which obviously holds when f is given by (2)). Denote the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of f pxq as ∇f pxq and ∇ 2 f pxq respectively. We give the following definitions. Following these definitions, we explicitly write down the form of the stationary points, strict saddle points and local minimizers of the objective function f pxq in (2) . The assumptions on the matrix A are summarized in Assumption A.
Assumption A. The matrix A is symmetric with eigenvalues and eigenvectors λ 1 ą λ 2 ě λ 3 ě¨¨ě λ n and v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v n respectively. In addition, the largest eigenvalue is positive, λ 1 ą 0. 
Obviously, x " 0 is a stationary point. When x ‰ 0, we have`x J xI´A˘x " 0. This implies that x J xI´A is singular, i.e., x J x " λ for λ being a positive eigenvalue of A. When λ " λ 1 , we have x P null`λ 1 I´A˘" span`v 1˘a nd x J x " λ 1 , which implies x "˘?λ 1 v 1 . When 0 ă λ ă λ 1 , we have x P null`λI´A˘and x J x " λ. Hence, x " ? λv for v P null`λI´A˘and v " 1. Proof. According to Lemma 2.4, 0 and ? λv are stationary points of f pxq. It suffices to validate the second condition in Definition 2.2, i.e.,
When x " 0, (4) is obvious since λ 1 ą 0. When x " ? λv, we apply ∇ 2 f pxq to v 1 and get
where we have used the orthogonality between v and v 1 . Therefore 4pλ´λ 1 q is a negative eigenvalue of ∇ 2 f pxq and ? λv is a strict saddle point.
From the proof, we observe that for all the strict saddle points of f , the leading eigenvector v 1 of A is always an unstable direction. This will help us in the convergence proof. Lemma 2.6. Under Assumption A, local minimizers of f pxq are given by˘?λ 1 v 1 .
Proof. The Taylor expansions of f pxq at˘?
According to Lemma 2.4,˘?λ 1 v 1 are stationary points of f pxq and ∇f p˘?λ 1 v 1 q " 0. Therefore the second term on the right hand side of (6) vanishes. Further, we investigate the Hessian matrix,
which is positive when ǫ is sufficiently small. Therefore,˘?λ 1 v 1 are strict local minimizers of f pxq. From Lemma 2.5, we notice that˘?λ 1 v 1 are the only stationary points that are not strict saddle points. Hence, the local minimizers of f pxq are˘?λ 1 v 1 .
In the proof of Lemma 2.6, we find that the eigendecomposition of the Hessian matrices at local minimizers are the same. The condition number is maxp2λ 1 ,λ 1´λn q minp2λ 1 ,λ 1´λ2 q , which determines the rate of convergence for full gradient method around the local minimizers.
The following theorem follows directly from Lemmas 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. Proof. Since Lemma 2.6 characterizes all local minimizers, we easily check that the objective function values are equal at both local minimizers:
Also, f pxq ě 0 is bounded from below. Therefore,˘?λ 1 v 1 are all global minimizers.
Theorem 1 shows that f pxq has no spurious local minima. If an iterative method converges to a local minimum of f pxq, it achieves the global minimum. The remaining obstacle of the global convergence is the (strict) saddle points.
Coordinate-wise descent method with conservative stepsize
In this section, we discuss CD-Cyc-Grad, whose "coordinate-update" is as the entries of the gradient multiplied by a stepsize. The method has guarantee that for almost all initial values, the iterative procedure converges to the global minimum. While, the choice of stepsize is problem-dependent and conservative. According to our numerical experiments, the number of iterations of these coordinatewise gradient based methods are too large to be competitive. j ℓ " pℓ mod nq`1 5:
CD-Cyc-Grad and SCD-Cyc-Grad
The first coordinate-wise descent method we consider addressing (2) is CD-Cyc-Grad, following the name convention in Section 1.1.
CD-Cyc-Grad conducts the "coordinate-pick" step in Algorithm 1 in a cyclic way, i.e., j ℓ " pℓ mod nq`1.
Hence, all coordinates are picked in a fixed order with almost equal number of updatings throughout iterations. The "coordinate-update" adopts coordinate-wise gradient, that is
where ∇ j ℓ f px pℓdenotes the j ℓ -th entry of the gradient of f at x pℓq and γ is the stepsize. CD-Cyc-Grad is detailed as Algorithm 2, with z pℓq " Ax pℓq being adopted in (11) . The advantage of CD-Cyc-Grad over the full gradient descent (GD) method is mainly that the choice of the stepsize in CD-Cyc-Grad could be much larger than that in GD, which could lead to faster convergence [28] .
Here we mention another widely used choice of the "coordinate-pick" called random cyclic, which involves randomness. In the beginning of every n iterations, a random permutation Π pℓq of the indices 1, . . . , n is generated. Π pℓq is a vector of size n and the superscript ℓ denotes the iteration number when the random permutation is generated. Once the random permutation is provided, the following n iteration update the coordinate according to the order in Π pℓq . Recently, several works [10, 18, 38] discussed the comparison of the convergence rates for CDMs with cyclic and random strategy of "coordinate-pick" for convex problems.
Global convergence of gradient based coordinate-wise descent method
In this section, we show the global convergence of CD-Cyc-Grad in Theorems 2. For simplicity of the argument, here we further restrict the assumption of A such that the positive eigenvalues of A are distinct.
The following theorem establish the global convergence (up to measure 0 set of initial conditions) of the Algorithms 2 without convergence rate. Theorem 2. Let R ě a max j A :,j be a constant and γ ď W 0 " tx : x 8 ă Ru. The iteration converges to global minima for all x p0q P W 0 up to a measure zero set.
The proof of the theorem can be found in Appendix A. The idea of the proof follows the recent work [19] . Comparing the choice of stepsize in Theorem 2 with the CDM stepsize for some other optimization problems, for example [33, 44] , the stepsize γ here is about a fraction of 1{n smaller. This is due to the fact that the diagonal of the Hessian of f pxq, as in (4), is unbounded from above. The choice of R and γ ensures that the iteration stays within W 0 , in which the Hessian of f remains bounded. It is worth pointing out that, according to our numerical experiments, when x p0q is set to be close to the boundary of W 0 , larger γ leads to divergent iteration. When x p0q is set close to the origin, the stepsize γ can be tuned sightly larger for the our testing cases with some randomly generated matrix A. Although the choice of γ is very restrictive and leads to slow convergence, CD-Cyc-Grad has a guarantee of global convergence up to a measure zero set of initial points.
Greedy coordinate-wise descent method
In this section, we will review a greedy CDM, GCD-Grad-LS, and present another fully greedy CDM, named GCD-LS-LS. Both greedy methods update the coordinate according to exact line search, and thus the stepsize could be much larger than the conservative choice in CD-Cyc-Grad. GCD-Grad-LS selects coordinate according to the magnitude of the gradient vector and then performs the exact line search along that coordinate, while GCD-LS-LS conducts an exact line search along all coordinate directions and move to the minimizer. Later in this section, we show the advantage of the exact line search in GCD-LS-LS, as it can escape many saddle points of f .
GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS
We first review GCD-Grad-LS, proposed in [21] . One of the most widely used greedy strategy in the "coordinate-pick" is the Gauss-Southwell rule [37] ,
which is the "coordinate-pick" strategy in GCD-Grad-LS. Since the Gauss-Southwell rule selects the coordinate according to the magnitude of the gradient vector, we denote such strategy as "Grad" under the name convention. Once the coordinate is selected, we solve the minimization problem for the exact line search,
Since hpαq " f`x pℓq`α e j ℓ˘i s a quartic polynomial in α, solving the minimization problem is equivalent to find the roots of h 1 pαq " 0. Straightforward calculation shows that,
where the coefficients are defined as
We notice that the coefficients of the cubic polynomial requires Opnq operations to compute. Once the coefficients are calculated, solving (14) can be done in Op1q operations. There could be multiple roots of (14) , and we can use the following root picking strategy to find the one minimizing hpαq:
• If there is only one root of (14), then it minimizes hpαq.
• If there are two roots of (14) , according to the property of cubic polynomial, one of them must be single root and the other one is of multiplicity two. The single root minimizes hpαq.
• If there are three roots in a row, the middle one is a local maximizer of hpαq and the root further away from the middle one minimizes hpαq.
Therefore, with this root picking strategy to find the minimizer of hpαq, the solution of (13) can be achieved in Opnq operations.
ν " x pℓq 2 5:
ℓ " ℓ`1 13: end while Algorithm 3 describes the steps of GCD-Grad-LS in detail. The local convergence of GCD-Grad-LS can be established: GCD-Grad-LS can be viewed as a special case of SCD-Grad-LS(t) with t " 8 and k " 1, which will be discussed later in Section 5.2; We will prove the local convergence of SCD-Grad-LS for all t ě 0, where the local convergence of GCD-Grad-LS is automatically implied.
We observe that in (14), all the Opnq computational cost comes from the calculation of x pℓq 2 .
Once ν " x pℓq 2 is pre-calculated, all coefficients in (14) can be calculated in Op1q operations and hence (13) can be solved in Op1q operations. Therefore, applying this to each coordinate, once ν is pre-calculated, solving (13) for all coordinates can be done in Opnq operations. This leads us to investigate the possibility of conducting exact line search along all coordinates,
Based on the discussion above, α j for all j " 1, . . . , n can be obtained in Opnq operations. Now, we will show that evaluating the difference of f`x pℓq`α j e j˘a nd f`x pℓq˘f or all j can be done in Opnq operations as well. Therefore the minimization problem of j in the second line of (16) can be solved efficiently. Through tedious but straightforward calculation, we obtain
where b j , c j and d j are defined analogous to (14) . Combining (14) and (17), we conclude that (16) is achievable in Opnq operations. The corresponding method is described in Algorithm 4.
ν " x pℓq 2
5:
for j " 1, 2, . . . , n do
Solve α 3`b j α 2`c j α`d j " 0 with the root picking strategy for α j 10:
end for 12:
z pℓ`1q " z pℓq`A :,j ℓ α j ℓ 15:
ℓ " ℓ`1 16: end while Similar to GCD-Grad-LS, the local convergent of GCD-LS-LS can be established; we will defer the local convergence analysis to the end of Section 5.2.
Escapable saddle points using exact line search
This section discusses one advantage in working with the exact line search along all coordinate directions, (16) , of escaping some of the saddle points. The iteration of GCD-LS-LS can be summarized as
Theorem 3. Assume Assumption A holds and x s ‰ 0 is a strict saddle point associated with eigenvalue λ ă max i A i,i . There exists a constant δ 0 such that for all x, x´x s ă δ 0 , one step of (18) escapes from the saddle point x s , in the sense that f px p1ă f px s q if x p0q " x.
Since exact line search in all direction guarantees that f`x pℓ`1q˘ă f`x pℓq˘, the theorem guarantees that the iteration will never come back to the neighborhood of the saddle point.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that
Let ∆x " x´x s and ∆x " δ. We update x by β 1 e 1 . The update of the objective function is given by
where
Applying Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to the last four terms in (19) , we have
where ppδq "
β 2 is always positive, and the discriminant of the remaining 2-nd order polynomial is ∆ " 8pA 1,1λ q ą 0 by assumption of λ. Thus we can choose β 1 such that qpβ 1 q ă 0, and hence ppδ " 0q " qpβ 1 q ă 0.
By continuity, there exists δ 0 ą 0 such that @0 ď δ ă δ 0 , ppδq ă 0. Hence, following the greedy coordinate-wise iteration as in (18) and x p0q " x for x´x s ď δ ă δ 0 , we obtain,
The iteration escapes the strict saddle point x s in one step.
To authors' best knowledge, the analysis of global convergence of greedy coordinate-wise descent method is still open for non-convex objective function. Theorem 3 provides more insights of the behavior of the methods around the saddle points of (2). The number of problematic saddle points can be very limited or even zero for a given matrix in practice. For example, combining the result with the Gershgorin circle theorem to locate the eigenvalues can rule out many saddle points.
Stochastic coordinate-wise descent methods
Greedy coordinate-wise descent method, including both GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS in Section 4, updates a single coordinate every iteration. These methods are beautiful from the theoretical point of view. In practice, these single coordinate methods are not satisfactory on modern computer architecture. Distributed memory super computing cluster, shared big memory machine or even personal laptop have multi-thread parallelism enabled. In order to fully use the computing resources, multi-coordinate updating per iteration is desired for practical usage so that each thread can process a single coordinate simultaneously. The direct extension of the greedy methods to multi-coordinate version simply replaces "coordinate-pick" from the most desired coordinate to the k most desired coordinates; and the "coordinate-update" remains the same for each picked coordinate. However, this change leads to non-convergent iteration. Figure 1 (a) demonstrates the non-convergence behavior of the greedy CDMs with k " 4. In this section, we propose another natural extension of the greedy methods, i.e., stochastically sampling multiple coordinates from certain probability distribution and updating each coordinate accordingly. We also provide the analysis of the method for (locally) strongly convex problems. The local convergence analysis of SCD-Uni-LS and GCD-Grad-LS can be viewed as two extreme cases of our analysis. Moreover, the local convergence of GCD-LS-LS also follows as a direct corollary. As will be shown in the analysis part, greedy CDMs are provably outperforms stochastic CDMs when the initial value is in a strongly convex region near the minimizers and single coordinate updating is adopted. If the iteration starts from a non-convex region, as shown in Figure 1 (b) , stochastic CDMs could converge faster than greedy CDMs. The behavior in the figure will be discussed in more detail at the end of this section. (2) and the matrix A 108 is a random matrix of size 5000 with largest eigenvalue being 108 and other eigenvalue equally distributed in r1, 100q. Note that we shift the matrix in (b) as A 108´1 00I so that the only saddle point is the origin.
SCD-Grad-vecLS and SCD-Grad-LS
The first stochastic coordinate-wise descent method we consider is SCD-Grad-vecLS as in Algorithm 5. SCD-Grad-vecLS is a stochastic version of GCD-Grad-LS: Instead of picking the coordinate with largest magnitude in c pℓq j , we sample k coordinates with probability proportional to c pℓq j t for t ě 0 and the set of sampled indices is denoted as Ω, where as in GCD-Grad-LS in Section 4.1, c pℓq is proportional to the gradient vector, ∇f px pℓq q. Hence the sampling strategy here is equivalent to sampling with probability proportional to the t-th power of the absolute value of the gradient vector. Through the similar derivation as in Section 4, we can show that the exact line search can also be conducted along a given search direction. We denote the line search objective function as
ř jPΩ ∇ j f`x pℓq˘e j defines the search direction. Function hpαq is again a quartic polynomial of α. All candidates of optimal α are roots Algorithm 5: SCD-Grad-vecLS for LEVP Input: Symmetric matrix A P R nˆn ; initial vector x p0q ; probability power t; number of coordinates k. 1: z p0q " Ax p0q 2: ℓ " 0 3: while (not converged) do 4: ν " x pℓq 2
5:
for j " 1, 2, . . . , n do Sample k coordinates with probability proportional to c pℓq t , denote it as Ω 9:
Solve (24) with the root picking strategy for α ℓ 10:
Ω´x pℓq Ω1
2:
ℓ " ℓ`1 13: end while of the cubic polynomial,
where ν " x pℓq 2 . We notice that all coefficients in (24), given ν, can be computed in Opk 2 q operations for k being the number of indices in Ω. Hence all candidates of the optimal α can be obtained in Opk 2 q operations. Analog to Section 4, we adopt the root picking strategy to find the optimal α which has lowest function value. We conclude that the optimal α is achievable in Opk 2 q operations given pre-calculated ν. Algorithm 5 describes the steps in detail. One drawback of Algorithm 5 is that the exact line search relies on all selected coordinates, which is unsuitable for asynchronous implementation. Here we propose an aggressive SCD method, SCD-Grad-LS, which can be implemented in an asynchronized fashion. The method combines the coordinate picking strategy in SCD-Grad-vecLS and coordinate updating strategy in GCD-Grad-LS. But the updating strategy in SCD-Grad-LS updates each coordinate with the coordinate-wise exact line search independently and can be delayed. Algorithm 6 is the pseudo code of SCD-Grad-LS.
Updating k ą 1 coordinates independently as in Algorithm 6 does not have guarantee of convergence. When k is large or t is large such that the same coordinate is updated multiple times, we do observe non-convergent behavior of the iteration in practice. However, as shown in the numerical results, when k is relatively small compared to n and t " 1, 2, SCD-Grad-LS, on average, requires about a fraction of 1{k number of iterations. There exists a fix to guarantee the convergence for any k ą 1. Instead of updating as x pℓ`1q " x pℓq`ř jPΩ α j e j , we update as
Algorithm 6: SCD-Grad-LS for LEVP Input: Symmetric matrix A P R nˆn ; initial vector x p0q ; probability power t; number of coordinates k. 1: z p0q " Ax p0q 2: ℓ " 0 3: while (not converged) do 4: ν " x pℓq 2
5:
for j " 1, 2, . . . , n do Sample k coordinates with probability proportional toˇˇc pℓqˇt ; denote Ω the sampled index set 9: for j P Ω do 10:
12:
Solve α 3 j`p j α j`qj " 0 for real α j
13:
end for 14:
x
6:
ℓ " ℓ`1 17: end while where α j is the optimal step size in j-th coordinate as in (13) . Such a change enables convergence but usually increases the iteration number by a factor of k if both cases converge.
In the sampling procedure of stochastic CDMs, there are two ways of sampling, sampling with replacement and sampling without replacement. We claim that when k ! n and the variance of c pℓq t is small, sampling with or without replacement behaves very similarly. While, for c pℓq t with large variance or k « n, these two sampling strategies behave drastically differently. For example, when t Ñ 8, probability proportional to c pℓq t becomes an indicator vector on a single coordinate (assuming non-degeneracy). Sampling with replacement results a set Ω of k same indices, whereas sampling without replacement results a set of k different indices corresponding to the largest k entries in c pℓq . In the analysis below, we prove the local convergence analysis of the Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 when k " 1 (the two algorithms are equivalent when k " 1). Similar but more complicated analysis could be done for k ě 1 when sampling with replacement is adopted and the modified updating strategy (25) is adopted in Algorithm 6.
Local convergence of stochastic coordinate-wise descent method
In this section, we analyze the convergence properties of stochastic coordinate-wise descent methods for SCD-Grad-LS. We will present the analysis for a general strongly convex objective function with Lipschitz continuous gradient. The analysis uses the following notations and definitions. We take B˘"
as two neighborhoods around global minimizers˘?λ 1 v 1 respectively. 
Compared to the usual Lipschitz constant of ∇gpxq, denoted as L g , we have the relation, L ď L g . If gpxq is further assumed to be convex, then we have L g ď nL. If gpxq is twice-differentiable, Definition 5.1 is equivalent to e J i ∇ 2 gpxqe i ď L for all i " 1, 2, . . . , n and x P S. An important consequence of a coordinate-wise Lipschitz continuous function gpxq is that gpx`αe i q ď gpxq`∇ i gpxqα`L 2 α 2 , @ x P S and x`αe i P S.
The following lemma extends [21, Lemma A.3] to objective function f pxq with matrix A satisfying Assumption A. 
Throughout the paper, we assume p ě 1 in the definition. Definition 5.3 is a generalized version of the traditional strong convexity, which corresponds to p " 2 case.
Combine (29) with the equivalence of different norms in finite dimensional vector space, we obtain for any p ě q ě 1 gpyq ě gpxq`∇gpxq J py´xq`µ p 2 y´x 2 p ě gpxq`∇gpxq J py´xq`n 2 {p´2{q µ p 2 y´x 2 q , @x, y P S.
Therefore, if gpxq is a strongly ¨ p -convex function with constant µ p , then gpxq is a strongly ¨ qconvex function with constant µ q ě n 2 {p´2{q µ p , which is equivalent to n 2 {q µ q ě n 2 {p µ p . On the other hand side, using the inequality of vector norm together with (29), we obtain for any p ě q ě 1,
Therefore, if gpxq is a strongly ¨ q -convex function with constant µ q , then gpxq is a strongly ¨ p -convex function with constant µ p ě µ q . Putting two parts together, we have the following inequalities of µ p and µ q n 2 {p´2{q µ p ď µ q ď µ p ,
where p ě q ě 1.
Lemma 5.4. Function f pxq defined in (2) is strongly ¨ 2 -convex on either B`or B´with constant µ 2 " 3 minp2λ 1 , λ 1´λ2 q, and hence, there exists µ p such that f pxq is strongly ¨ p -convex for any p ě 1.
The proof of the strongly ¨ 2 -convexity in Lemma 5.4 follows an extension of the proof of Lemma A.2 in [21] , where the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix is modified according to the assumption of the matrix A. Combining with (32), we have the existence of µ p for all p ě 1.
B`and B´are two disjoint 2-norm ball around global minimizers. Next we define two sublevel sets D`and D´, contained in B`and B´respectively as D˘" "
x P B˘ˇˇˇˇf pxq ď min
where BB˘denote the boundary of B˘. Obviously, two global minimizers lie in D˘respectively, i.e., ? λ 1 v 1 P D˘. Lemma 5.5 shows monotonic decay property of the iteration defined by Algorithm 6 once the iterations falls in D˘. It also shows that D`Y D´is a contraction set for the iteration. 
where j ℓ is the index of the coordinate being picked. Moreover, we have x pℓ`1q P D`Y D´.
The proof of Lemma 5.5 can be found in Appendix B.
In Algorithm 6, we notice that the iteration of x pℓq in the SCD-Grad-LS samples coordinate j with probability proportional to ∇ j f`x pℓq˘ t for some non-negative power t. In the following lemma and theorem, we adopt notation f˚as the minimum of the function and X˚be the set of minimizers, i.e., X˚" ˘?λ 1 v 1 ( . A distance function between two sets or between a point and a set is defined as, dist`S 1 , S 2˘" min xPS 1 ,yPS 2 x´y . Lemma 5. 6 . Consider function f pxq as defined in (2) and the iteration follows Algorithm 6 with k " 1. For any x pℓq P D`Y D´,
where q " t`2 t`1 . The proof of Lemma 5.6 can be found in Appendix B. 
where q " t`2 t`1 . Moreover,
The proof of Theorem 4 can be found in the Appendix B. Theorem 4 is slightly more complicated than Lemma 5.6 since Algorithm 6 adopts the exact line search and there are two sublevel sets Df or the non-convex objective function f pxq. The iteration x pℓq might jump between the two sets. The monotonicity of the exact line search is the key to extend Lemma 5.6 to Theorem 4.
Remark 5.7. According to Theorem 4, the convergence rate depends on n 2 {q µ q , which depends on q and hence t. The right side of (32) indicates that, for a problem such that µ 1 " µ q " µ 2 , the convergence rate of q " 1 ô t " 8 is n times larger than that of q " 2 ô t " 0. This means that greedy CDM could be potentially n times faster than stochastic CDM with uniform sampling. According to the left side of inequality (32), for p ě q, we have n 2 {p µ p ď n 2 {q µ q , which means the convergence rate of q is equal to or faster than that of p. In terms of t, we conclude that the convergence rate of smaller t is smaller than that of larger t and larger t potentially leads to faster convergence.
Remark 5.8. If we extend Definition 5.1 to multi-coordinate Lipschitz continuity, and assume f pxq is multi-coordinate Lipschitz continuous with r L, a natural extension of Theorem 4 would follow. Unfortunately, if the coordinates are sampled independently, in an extreme case when k same coordinates are sampled, the convergence rate would be the same as that in Theorem 4. In the end, the convergence rate would not be improved and could be even worse. This is similar to the argument of CDM vs. full gradient descent method. In practice, when k is not too large, and the sampled coordinates are distinct, we do observe k-fold speed-up of the iterations. This observation suggests that the convergence rate in Theorem 4 is not sharp for k ą 1. Combining Theorem 4 together with the monotonicity of µ q as (32) shows that the lower bound of the convergence rate increases monotonically as q decreases. In terms of t, the larger t corresponds to smaller q which leads to larger µ q for q " t`2 t`1 . Here we would like to argue that the equality of (32) is achievable which demonstrates the power of CDMs with such a sampling strategy. Consider a simple example f pxq " Ax´b 2 for A being a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries A i,i " 1000, i " 1, 2, . . . , 4999, A 5000,5000 " 1 and b " " 0¨¨¨0 1 ‰ J being a column vector of size 5000. Through elementary calculations, we can show that ∇ 2 f pxq " 2A 2 , µ 0 " 2 and µ 8 « 1.99. Therefore all µ t lies in the small interval r1.99, 2s and different choice of t would lead to different rate of convergence. We minimize f pxq using the SCD-Grad-Grad method. The step size is fixed to be 10´6 and the initial vector is chosen randomly. Figure 2 (a) demonstrates the first 10 4 iterations of the SCD-Grad-Grad with different choice of t. The relative error is defined to be`f`x pℓq˘´f`x˚˘˘{ f`x p0q˘. Clearly, different choice of t leads to different convergence rates.
And we also notice that the most significant improvement appears when increasing t from 0 to 1, which implies that sampling with respect to magnitude of gradient is much better than sampling uniformly. In Figure 2 (a), the line with t " 4096 and that with t " 8 overlap. According to either Theorem 4 or Figure 2 (a) , it is convincing that for single-coordinate updating CDM, picking the index with largest gradient magnitude should be the optimal strategy. Figure 2 (b) investigates the case with double-coordinate updating, i.e., sample two coordinates independently and update two entries simultaneously in every iteration. Comparing Figure 2 (a) and (b), we notice for small t, double-coordinate updating strategy almost reduces the required number of iterations by half. As t Ñ 8, the sampling approaches choosing the coordinate with largest gradient magnitude with probability 1. Sampling two coordinates independently thus results in sampling the same index twice and the iteration behaves similar to the single-coordinate updating CDM. Readers may argue that we should sample without replacement or sampling two indices with two largest gradient magnitudes and updating accordingly. However, when the objective function is non-convex, for example, the objective function f pxq defined in (2), the iteration usually stick in the middle of iteration (see Figure 1 (a) ).
Remark 5.9 (Local convergence of greedy coordinate-wise descent method). The local convergence analysis of SCDMs can be extended to the greedy coordinate-wise descent methods. GCD-Grad-LS as in Algorithm 4 is a special case of SCD-Grad-LS with t " 8 and k " 1. 3 Hence Theorem 4 proves the local convergence of the GCD-Grad-LS with q " 1.
GCD-LS-LS as in Algorithm 4 conducts optimal coordinate-wise descent every iteration. Therefore, for GCD-LS-LS, Lemma 5.5 can be proved for any index of coordinate j and then Lemma 5.6 holds for q " 1. The modified lemmas lead to the following corollary. 
Moreover,
The local convergence of GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS are achieveable, while the global convergences are so far still open. Numerically, both methods converge to global minima for most the cases we tested.
Remark 5.11 (Convergence behavior in non-convex area). We demonstrate one example such that the stochastic CDMs outperforms greedy CDMs even all methods are conducting single coordinate updating. We generate a random matrix A 108´1 00I of size 5000, whose the largest eigenvalue is 8 and other eigenvalues are distributed equally on r´99, 0q. According to Lemma 2.5, 0 is the only strict saddle point of the problem. If all methods start with a sparse initial vector, in this problem, they all converge to the strict saddle point first, and then escape from it. Figure 1 (b) shows the convergence behavior of five methods ordered by the degree of greediness. The horizontal line is the relative error at the strict saddle point 0. As we can see that it takes more time for greedier method to escape from the saddle point. And although SCD-Grad-LS(0) escape from the saddle point fastest, but the overall performance is worse than SCD-Grad-LS(1). This motivates us to apply SCD-Grad-LS with small t in practice. Such methods are almost as efficient as the greedy methods, as shown in Figure 2 , they are also robust to non-convex objective functions near saddle points.
Numerical results
In this section, we perform numerical tests of the methods mentioned in previous sections on two different kinds of matrices. The first numerical test calculates the largest eigenvalue of a random symmetric dense matrix, where we have control of the difficulty of the problems. The leading eigenvector is evenly distributed among all the entries. The second test calculates the ground energy and ground state of the two dimensional (2D) Hubbard model, which is one of our target applications for the quantum many-body calculation. The ground state problem in quantum manybody system is equivalent to find the smallest eigenvalue of a huge sparse symmetric matrix, with each coordinate representing the coefficient of a Slater determinant. Although the eigenvector in this example is dense, it is also 'sparse' in some sense, which means a great majority of the entries is close to zero. Therefore we may anticipate that the coordinate-wise methods will have much better performance over the traditional power method.
Three quantities are used to measure the convergence of the methods: the square root of the relative error of the objective function value (2), the relative error of the eigenvalue and the tangent of the angle between x pℓq and the eigenvector. The square root of the relative error of the objective function value is defined as
where f˚denotes the minimum of f pxq. Since f˚is on the scale of λ 2 1 , we use the square root of the relative error of the objective function which is on the same scale as λ 1 . To estimate the eigenvalue, we use
where x˚is the reference vector that overlaps with the eigenvector v 1 . In our test, x˚is a unit vector and will be specified later. This estimator is referred as the projected energy in the context of quantum chemistry. Thus the relative error is define by
Last,
is used to measure the convergence of the eigenvector. The number of matrix column evaluation is used to measure the efficiency of the methods. There are several reasons why the number of matrix column evaluation is a good measure. First it is independent of the computation environment. Second we assume the evaluation of matrix column is the most expensive step. It is usually true in quantum many-body calculation in chemistry (full configuration interaction method) because the matrix is too large to be stored, the evaluation has to be on-th-fly and the evaluation of each entry is relatively expensive. Third, it can be used to compare with other related methods.
All methods are implemented and tested in MATLAB R2017b. The exact eigenvalue and eigenvector of each problem are calculated by the "eigs" function in Matlab with high precision.
Dense random matrices
We first show the advantage of the coordinate-wise descent methods over power method on dense random matrices. All matrices tested in this section involve symmetric matrices of size 5000 with random eigenvectors, i.e.,
where λ 2 , . . . , λ 5000 are equally distributed on r1, 100q and Q is a random unitary matrix generated by a QR factorization of a random matrix with each entry being Gaussian random number. We use λ 1 to control the difficulty of the problem. In particular, we tested three matrices A 108 , A 101 , and A 108`1 000I. The last one is a shifted version of A 108 . It is obvious that A 108`1 000I is more difficult than A 108 for power methods. For the optimization problem (2), it is also more difficult since the landscape of the objective function becomes steeper. While, in practice, CDMs for the optimization problem is less sensitive to the shift. In this section, all results are reported in terms of number of column accesses, converging to 10´6 under the measure of ǫ obj . For nonstochastic methods, we report the number of column accesses from a single run and reported in the column named "Med Iter Num". While, for stochastic methods, we report the minimum, medium, and maximum numbers of iterations from 100 runs. In all tables, the column named "Total Col 
where t is the hopping strength and U is the on-site interaction strength. r, r 1 are indexes of sites in the lattice, and xr, r 1 y means r and r 1 are the nearest neighbor. The spin σ takes value of Ò and Ó. The operatorsĉ : r,σ andĉ r,σ are creation and annihilation operators, which create or destroy a fermion at site r with spin σ. They satisfy the canonical anticommutation relation: tĉ r,σ ,ĉ : r 1 ,σ 1 u " δ r,r 1 δ σ,σ 1 , tĉ r,σ ,ĉ r 1 ,σ 1 u " 0, and tĉ : r,σ ,ĉ :
where tA, Bu " AB`BA is the anti-commutator.n r,σ "ĉ : r,σĉr,σ is the number operator. When the interaction is not strong, we usually work in the momentum space. Because in the momentum space, the hopping term in the Hamiltonian is diagonalized and the ground state is close to the Hatree-Fock (HF) state. Mathematically speaking, the normalized leading eigenvector v 1 is close to the unit vector e HF whose nonzero entry indicates the HF state. The Hamiltonian in momentum space can be written aŝ
where εpkq "´2pcospk 1 q`cospk 2and N orb is the number of orbitals. In momentum space, k is the wave number and the creation and annihilation operator can be obtained by the transform c k,σ " 1 ? N orb ř r e ik¨rĉ r,σ . To study the performance of methods, we test several 2D Hubbard models with different sizes. Here we report the results of two Hubbard models: both of them are on the 4ˆ4 lattice with periodic boundary condition. The hopping strength is t " 1 and the interaction strength is U " 4. The first example contains 6 electrons, with 3 spin up and 3 spin down, whereas the second example contains 10 electrons, with 5 spin up and 5 spin down. The properties of the Hamiltonians are summarized in Table 6 . The nonzero off-diagonal entries of H take value˘U N orb "˘0.25, and the diagonal entries distribute in p´20, 30q with bell-like shape. From the table we see that the Hamiltonians are indeed sparse. The smallest eigenvalue (Eigenvalues Min) is the ground energy we are to compute, thus the difference between the smallest one and the second smallest one is the eigengap. Since the spectra of H of the two examples live in the interval p´100, 100q, the matrix A " 100I´H is used for calculation such that the smallest eigenvalue of H becomes the largest one of A and A is positive definite. Both the initial vector and the reference vector of the energy estimator are chosen to be 10 e HF for all calculation, this amounts to an initial guess of eigenvector e HF with eigenvalue 10 2 " 100 on the same scale as the diagonal of A (due to the 100I shift). Notice that the reference vector has only one nonzero entry, so computing the projected energy is cheap. For the first example, the 4ˆ4 Hubbard model with 6 electrons, we run the methods until the relative error of the objective function value e obj ă 10´6. The result is shown in Table 7 .
In Table 7 , the second column k is the number of coordinates updated in one iteration. Each stochastic method runs for 100 times and we report the number of iterations and matrix column accesses, similar to the previous tests.
Since the dimension of the Hubbard model is larger and the eigenvector v 1 is sparser than that in the first dense matrix example, the advantage of the coordinate-wise methods is more significant. They are 10 2 to 10 3 faster than PM. GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS are still the fastest one. Stochastic CDMs also outperform PM and CPM. Comparing with the greedy CDMs, they are about 3-5 times slower, which is more than that in the previous tests.
For the second model with 10 electrons in the 4ˆ4 grid, we also compare with other methods, such as SCPM (stochastic version of CPM), SCD-Uni-Grad (which samples coordinate uniformly and updates the coordinate as the gradient multiplying a fixed stepsize), CD-Cyc-LS (which picks the coordinate in a cyclic way and updates the coordinate using line search), and SCD-Uni-LS (i.e., SCD-Grad-LS(0)). The step size, if used, is chosen to be 2. This step size is larger than that in Theorem 2, but numerically the iteration converges. All methods besides PM update single coordinate per iteration and running up to 10 7 column accesses or desired accuracy. Stochastic CDMs sample coordinate with respect to the magnitude of the gradient, i.e., t " 1. The convergence of the square root of the relative error of objective function value ǫ obj , eigenvalue estimator ǫ energy and eigenvector estimator ǫ tan are plotted in Figure 3 .
From Figure 3 , we see that the convergence of the three error measures share a similar pattern, thus the convergence of one quantity should imply the convergence of the other two in practice.
The convergence of all methods tested consist of one or two stages: a possible fast decay followed by linear convergence. We know that both power method (PM) and gradient descent (Grad) converge linearly. In this figure there are only 8 iterates of PM since each iteration needs the full access of the matrix. CD-Cyc-Grad and SCD-Uni-Grad seem to behave similarly with slow linear decay, which is reasonable since they treat each coordinate equally and should behave similarly as the gradient descent method. CD-Cyc-LS and SCD-Uni-LS also decay linearly, but with a faster rate. This is because updating coordinates by Grad uses the same step size for all coordinates and all iterates, which has to be small thus not optimal. LS always gives the fastest local decay for different coordinates and different iterates. This argument can be confirmed by the sudden-decay-behavior of CD-Cyc-LS. When CD-Cyc-LS updates the important coordinate, it will give a large 'step size' and the error drops down rapidly. All the other methods decay very fast at the beginning, and the common feature is that they pick the coordinates for updating according to their importance, instead of treating them equally. This justifies the motivation of coordinate descent methods. Within 10 5 column accesses, equivalent to 1 {12 iteration of PM, the projected energy reaches 10´2 to 10´4 accuracy. This is really amazing, and agrees with the result of the previous examples. GCD-Grad-LS and GCD-LS-LS behave almost the same and they converge fastest both at the initial stage and the linear convergence stage. The projected energy reaches 10´8 accuracy when PM only iterates 3 times. SCD-LS-LS and SCD-Grad-LS also converge fast. The convergence rates of CPM and SCPM are not as fast as SCD-LS-LS and SCG-Grad-LS, but they are still much better than PM.
Comparing between the stochastic CDMs and the greedy CDMs, greedy methods always converge a little faster, such as CD-Cyc-LS versus SCD-Uni-LS and GCD-Grad-LS versus SCD-Grad-LS. This agrees with our theoretical results and previous examples. If more than 1 coordinate is updated at each iteration, greedy CDMs often get stuck but stochastic CDMs are much less likely. Another thing to mention is that in a small neighborhood of the minimum, updating by LS is almost the same as updating by Grad with some step size depending on the Hessian of the minimum. Thus, updating by Grad could perform as well as LS ideally if there exists a step size which both guarantees the convergence and also converges fast. On the other hand size, LS choose a optimal step size every iteration.
Conclusion
We analyze the landscape of the non-convex objective function f pxq of LEVP as (2) and conclude that all local minima of f pxq are global minima. We then investigate CD-Cyc-Grad and prove the global convergence of CD-Cyc-Grad on f pxq almost surely. Through the derivation of the exact line search along a coordinate, GCD-LS-LS is presented as the most greedy CDM and avoids many saddle points of f pxq. Finally we propose SCD-Grad-vecLS(t) and SCD-Grad-LS(t). The local convergence analysis for these stochastic CDMs shows that convergence rate of either GCD-LS-LS or SCD-Grad-LS(t) with t ą 0 is provably faster or equal to that of SCD-Uni-LS. And one example as in Figure 1 (b) , demonstrates the robustness of the SCD-Grad-LS(t) with small t. Therefore we recommend SCD-Grad-LS(1) as an efficient and robust CDM for LEVP. Numerical results agree with our analysis. The performance of CDMs on a protypical quantum many-body problem of the Hubbard model shows that CDMs has great potential for quantum many-body calculations.
There are several directions worth exploring for future works. Momentum acceleration for coordinate descent [2, 20, 22, 28] can be combined with the proposed methods to potentially accelerate the convergence at least in the local convex area. Also it is of interest to pursue the asynchronous implementation of the proposed methods and prove the convergence property in that setting. Another possible future direction is to employ the sparsity of the matrix into the method such that per-iteration cost could be further reduced. Last but not least, the proposed methods should be extensively tested on other quantum many-body calculations and more other areas whose computational bottlenecks are the LEVP.
[49] You, Y., Lian, X., Liu 
A Proof of Theorem 2
In order to show the global convergence of the CD-Cyc-Grad, we introduce a few definitions and terminologies here. Let χ s be a set of strict saddle points of f pxq, i.e., χ s is characterized by Lemma 2.5. Let g j pxq be the "coordinate-updating" in Algorithm 2, mapping from x pℓq to x pℓ`1q with coordinate j, i.e., x pℓ`1q " g j px pℓq q.
When n steps of updating are composed together, we denote the composed mapping as
The corresponding iteration then is
We first establish a few lemmas for the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma A.1. Let R ě a max j A :,j be a constant, γ ď 1 4pn`4qR 2 be the stepsize, and W 0 " tx : x 8 ă Ru be the set of initial vectors. For any x p0q P W 0 , and any coordinate index j, the following iteration is still in W 0 , i.e.,
where g j is defined as (47) .
Proof. Since x p0q and x p1q only differ by one entry from each other, in order to validate that x p1q P W 0 , it is sufficient to show that
In the rest of the proof, we drop the superscript p0q to simplify the notations. We denote the expression in the absolute value in (51) as
which is a cubic polynomial. Showing (51) is equivalent to show that´R ă h`x˘ă R for any x P p´R, Rq. The local maximizer and minimizer of hpxq are the roots of h 1 pxq,
where we have used the fact that 1`4γA j,j´4 γ ř i‰j x 2 i ě 0, which can be verified using the constraints on R and γ. Again, by the constraints, we obtain
which means the local maximizer and minimizer are beyond the interval p´R, Rq. The leading coefficient of hpxq is´4γ ă 0. Therefore, showing´R ă hpxq ă R for any x P p´R, Rq can be implied by hpRq ă R and hp´Rq ą´R.
The inequality hpRq ă R can be shown as
where the first inequality adopts Hölder's inequality and the second inequality is due to the fact that x ě R. The inequality hp´Rq ą´R can be shown analogously. Hence we proved the lemma.
where W 0 and R are as defined in Lemma A.1, f is the objective function as in (2).
Proof. For any x P W 0 and any i, j " 1, 2, . . . , n, we have, e J i ∇ 2 f pxqe j " ´4A i,j`8 x i x j`4 x 2 ă 4|A i,j |`8R 2`4 nR 2 ă 4pn`3qR 2 .
One direct consequence of Lemma A.2 is that for any consecutive iterations in either CD-Cyc-Grad, we have the following relation, f`x pℓ`1q˘ď f`x pℓq˘`∇ j ℓ f`x pℓq˘`x pℓ`1q j ℓ´x pℓq
where j ℓ is the chosen coordinate at the ℓ-th iteration and L " 4pn`3qR 2 is the Lipschitz constant for the gradient of f . To simplify the presentation below, we will use L instead of the explicit expression.
Lemma A.3. Let R ě a max j A :,j be a constant, γ ď 1 4pn`4qR 2 be the stepsize, and W 0 " t x | x 8 ă R u be the set of initial vectors. For any x p0q P W 0 , and the iteration follows either CD-Cyc-Grad, we have lim ℓÑ8 ∇f`x pℓq˘ " 0.
Proof. Substituting the updating expression in Algorithm 2 into (58), we obtain,
Since 1´γ L 2 ą 0, we have for any l
Summing over all ℓ from 0 to T " nK for any big integer K, we have 
where f˚denotes the minimum of the objective function. Hence this means lim ℓÑ8 ∇ j ℓ f`x pℓq˘" 0. The limit is equivalent to say that for any δ 0 , there exists a constant K 0 such that for any k ě K 0 , we have, ∇ j ℓ f`x pℓq˘ ď δ 0 , ℓ " kn, . . . , pk`1qn´1.
Let ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 be two iterations within kn and pk`1qn´1, we first conduct a loose Lipschitz bound on the coordinate-wise gradient, without loss of generality, we assume ℓ 1 ď ℓ 2 ,
Proof of Theorem 2. Since R ě a max j A :,j and γ ď 1 4pn`4qR 2 , Lemma A.1 states that for any x P W 0 and j, we have g j pxq P W 0 . Hence we have, for any x P W 0 , gpxq P W 0 , where g is defined as (48) . Further, as stated by Lemma A.2, f has bounded Lipschitz coordinate gradient in W 0 and the stepsize γ obeys γ ď 1 4pn`4qR 2 ă 1 4pn`3qR 2 . Proposition 4 in [19] shows that under these conditions, detpDgpxqq ‰ 0. Corollary 1 in [19] shows that µ` x p0qˇl im kÑ8 g k px p0P χ s (˘" 0. Combining with the conclusion of Lemma A.3, we obtain the conclusion of Theorem 2.
B Proof of local convergence
Proof of Lemma 5.5. For any x pℓq P D`Ă B`and fixed index j, f`x pℓq˘i s a quartic monic polynomial of x pℓq j , denoted as ppx pℓq j q. Since f`x pℓq˘" ppx pℓq j q, I " ty : ppyq ď f`x pℓq˘u is a non-empty set.
When p 1 px pℓq j q " ∇ j f`x pℓq˘" 0, we obtain,
When p 1 px pℓq j q " ∇ j f`x pℓq˘ă 0, there exists an interval ra, bs with a ă b such that ppaq " ppbq " f`x pℓq˘a nd ppyq ă f`x pℓq˘f or all y P pa, bq. It can be further confirmed that a " x pℓq j . By mean value theorem, there exists at least one number c P pa, bq such that p 1 pcq " 0. If there are two, let c denote the smaller one so that p 1 pyq ă 0 for y P pa, cq. Applying the mean value theorem one more time, we have, 0 ă´∇ j f`x pℓq˘"´p1 paq " p 1 pcq´p 1 paq " pc´aqp 2 pξq ď pc´aqL,
which means a´∇ j f`x pℓqL " x pℓq j´∇ j f`x pℓqL P pa, cq.
Equation (68) implies x pℓq´1 L ∇ j f`x pℓq˘e j P D`. Following the Lipschitz condition of ∇ j f in D`, we obtain,
Similarly, equation (69) can be obtain when p 1 px pℓq j q " ∇ j f`x pℓq˘ą 0 as the case of p 1 px pℓq j q " ∇ j f`x pℓq˘ă 0.
Analogically, we can show the same conditions with the same constants hold for f in D´.
Once we have f`x pℓ`1q˘ď f`x pℓq˘´1 2L`∇ j f`x pℓq˘˘2 , it is straightforward to show that x pℓ`1q P D`Y D´. If x pℓ`1q R D`Y D´then there exists more than two minimizers of f pxq which violates Lemma 2.6. Hence, x pℓ`1q P D`Y D´.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. By Lemma 5.5, we have,
where j ℓ denotes the index picked at ℓ-th iteration. Subtracting f˚from both side of (70) and taking the conditional expectation, we obtain,
∇f`x pℓq˘ t t`2
∇f`x pℓq˘ t t ∇f`x pℓq˘ 2 t`2
ďf`x pℓq˘´f˚´1 2Ln
where the first equality uses the probability p j of the sampling procedure and the last equality is due to elementary vector norm inequality.
Next, we will bound the last term in (71) with the strongly ¨ t`2 t`1
-convex property of f pxq.
Minimizing both side of (29) with respect to y and substituting x " x pℓq , we have,
where q " t`2 t`1 and the last supreme term in the first line is a conjugate of function µq 2 ¨ 2 t`2 t`1 and the result is given by Example 3.27 in [3] , which is 1 2µq ¨ 2 t`2 . Here ¨ t`2 is the dual norm of ¨ t`2 t`1
. Substituting (72) into (71), we obtain, E " f`x pℓ`1q˘| x pℓq ‰´f˚ď`1´µ q Ln 2´2 t`1 t`2˘`f`x pℓq˘´f˚˘"`1´µ q
Ln
2´2 q˘`f`x pℓq˘´f˚˘.
(73)
Proof of Theorem 4. By Lemma 5.5, we know that if x p0q P D`Y D´, then x pℓq P D`Y D´for all ℓ. Hence Lemma 5.6 holds for all x pℓq P D`Y D´. We take expectation condition on the sigma algebra of x p0q ,
where we adopt property of conditional expectation. Assume x pℓq P D`and x˚" ? λ 1 v 1 P D`. Due to the strongly convexity of f pxq, we have
If x pℓq P D´, then we choose x˚"´?λ 1 v 1 P D´and the conclusion follows as above.
